
Three Rounds Quiz Questions

Food And Drink:

1) In the Uk it is known as Bubble and Squeak, but what is the equivalent known as
in Ireland?
2) What does the dish Chilli con carne mean in english?

3) If you were in Italy eating Cassata, what type of foodstuff would it be?

4) What ‘C’ is a South American dish of marinated raw fish?

5) If you were served a Châteaubriand in a restaurant, what type of food would it be?

6) Which best describes a Chicken Maryland? a) chicken served in a sweet maple
syrup sauce b) chicken in a warm fruit cocktail c) fried chicken served chilled

7) What typically would you be having if you had a Chowder?

8) What is different about a consommé soup?

General Knowledge

1) What is the name of the test that depends on a human being able to tell whether
or not they are communicating with artificial intelligence or a human operator on a
computer?

2) “Book ‘em Danno” was a catchphrase used by the character played by Jack Lord
in which TV series?

3) Who was the lead singer of Nirvana who shot himself in 1994 aged 27?

4) The Canadian actress Kim Cattrall was in fact born in which country a) Australia,
b) France c) England

5) Which department store was the first in the UK to have an escalator?

6) What type of work would a Farrier do?

7) Born Roberta Joan Anderson she became one of the world’s great songwriters,
and whose best selling album was ‘Court and Spark’, but under what name is she
known?

8) On which part of her body would a Russian peasant woman wear a Babushka?



9) Trevor Sorbie has been a major name in which personal care industry?

10) What do you call a sausage made from pig’s blood and fat and oatmeal and
seasoning?

The Human Body

1) Which two gases are involved in the human body’s respiratory system

2) Where would you find the Glabella? a) Face b) Stomach c) Bone

3) By weight, what percentage of the human body is water? a) 60% b) 70% c) 80%

4) True or false, the Epidermis forms the second layer of skin?

5) Roughly how many cells are in the human body at maturity? a) 35-37 Million b)
35-37 Billion c) 35-37 Trillion

6) The pineal gland is considered to be the smallest organ on the body, but in which
part of the body is it found?

7) What does the ‘A’ stand for in the acronym DNA?

8) On average in a human which is heaviest the brain or the liver?

9) Where in the human body is the smallest bone?

10) Human skin has up to how many layers?


